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But, Nfl jerseys cheap, such rhetoric seems Benitez,
but a consolation, 
Nothing lost the seat of the League semi-finals,
Chelsea completed a season
Of five Liansha, then he really would not have mixed in
Liverpool a.

Even diehard fans of the Red Army of the time did not
coax him to leave, 
Benitez felt no face to continue to stay here, under
such tremendous
Pressure, Benitez simply can not nervous.

Only Spanish bald rarely demonstrated in front of any
emotional changes, 
But also to say nothing to expect he will be throwing in
the towel in front
Of the media, not to mention this time he wants, Ying
Peng Mourinho, if
Replaced by others, perhaps Tony Benitez will be a
compliment, but Mourinho
Is definitely not even think to get this treatment from
Benitez.

If entangled for several seasons, Wenger and Sir Alex
Ferguson already has
Become the old enemy, then is the sum of blood
between Benitez and
Mourinho, Chelsea has now become the biggest victims
of Liverpool.

From the League to the League Cup three times to
meet the three stumble
Benitez really do not know that the Portuguese in the
end there is nothing
Magical about, anyway, as long as they met him,
Benitez, no matter what
Kind of tactics will be failure.

Including he used against Juventus this metal matrix on
the road, he does
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Not is not used in the league, Benitez even used three
defensive midfielder
Defensive team like trying to trap the Chelsea attack.

But the final outcome is that Hamann and Steven
Gerrard composed of lower
Back line of defense, Nfl jerseys china, that black-
haired boy once rushed
To open the pass, breaking, that boy afflicted with a
variety of ways
Benitez nerve.

"That is a devil, he brings to all a nightmare, this is the
true assessment
Of Benitez, Linyi.

Anyway Do not worry about how Mourinho and Linyi on
animals mentoring for
Liverpool and Benitez is a fully-fledged nightmare, or
the kind of sleep
Sleep in the past may never wake up to nightmare.

Before the game, to interview Benitez's words, as long
as you ask most
Hated in the Premier League encounter which team, his
answer must be
Chelsea, tone and expression is called a hate.

It is estimated that Spain bald in to answer this
question is definitely
Teeth, no way, Who Mourinho and Chelsea had Kill
torture people, you gotta
Allow others the habit of hold a grudge?

Can be said that Benitez now has it's own all of our
energy on the Champions
League semi-final and Chelsea, As for the results in the
league, he can
Only now put aside the, after all, only in the league the
case of the two
Liverpool catch up with Everton league ranking, this is
obviously
Unrealistic.

This is not a pessimistic idea, because a lot of
Liverpool fans in prayer, 
If Liverpool can be washed before six of the
championship for them, is a
Lucky League results are indeed very embarrassing.

Benitez is now simply lose, he wants to take root, then



you have to win
Chelsea in the Premiership.

But Benitez this state of no retreat, it is clear Mourinho
is much easier, 
Especially in the away win Bayern Munich, he even the
first time to the
Main players put a big false.

All players participated in two Champions League three
days of free time
For Mourinho has always been running the army strict,
Cheap authentic
Jerseys, we can say is an amnesty, which can be seen
easily.

Including very familiar with Mourinho's old partner Brito
also said in
Private was Mourinho also prepared some video
Juventus, but to see the
Success of Liverpool checkpoints, those tapes have
been thrown into the
Side, because the team for Liverpool, they are simply
too familiar with
These things simply do not have access.

Benitez of Chelsea, there is no secret at all between the
two Premier
League teams.

If Hiddink can arrange Eindhoven bench with AC Milan
to play a cover-up, 
These two teams, Chelsea and Liverpool, as the two
stripped the naked man, 
What are at a glance.

Even if these two teams at the same time put all his
bench kicking game, 
They know each other the strength of those guys in the
end how the
Characteristics of what are, Wholesale nfl jerseys, for
the fast one season
Competitors Champions League semi-final, they can
last competition can only
Be their true ability.

Derby s not just a confrontation in the game how
intense, when they are too
Familiar with each other, this game will become very
boring, like the Milan
City duo, intense more than, less than wonderful.
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